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Contract NOOO I 4-67-A-0 112-0068 (Hale et nl, 1919) and the weaker fields surrounding them (Babcock and Babcock, lna"=) are characterized by differential rotation and by a reversal in polarity of preceding and following regions upon crossing the equator. The discovery of sectors in the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), (Wilcox and Ness, 196) has uncovered a different kind of large-scale, weak solar magnetism. Magnetic sector boundaries do not change polarity upon crossing the solar equator and do not show the effects of differential rotation. Flares have long been known to occur in the strong field regions near sunspots, Bumba and Obridko (1969) also found that they occur preferentially near sector boundaries. Because these findings provide a link between bipolar and sector magnetism, the present study was made to verify and extend the previous results.
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The list of sector boundaries used was the list of well-observed boundaries as previously reported by Wilcox (for example, Wilcox and Colburn, 1972) , well-observed menning that the IMF was observed by spacecraft to be of one polarity for at least four clays before the boundary, to reverse, and to be of the opposite polarity for at least four days after. A list of flares was assembled from confirmed flares of importance IF or greater as reported in Solar-Geophysical Data (SGD) for 1968 -1970 . For 1964 -1966 and 1967 the lists used were those given in Upper Atmospheric Geophysics Reports UAG-2 and UAG-10 which were assembled. by ""',-zel..i (1963 and for daily average Kp (Shapiro, 1 974) and for coronal greed line intensity r (Antonucci, 1974 and Antonucci and Duvall, 1974) .
Since the coronal green line intensity near a boundary was elso found to depend on latitude, the flares were next divided into two groups according to latitude to determine if the preference for k-+) boundaries was reversed in the less active southern hemisphere, as was A physical mechanism immediately suggested for this difference is the random-walk dispersion of active region magnetic fields as discussed by Leighton (1964) 
